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Investigation of new phases in the Ba–Si phase
diagram under high pressure using ab initio
structural search†
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Silvana Botti*cd and Miguel A. L. Marques*ed

Barium silicides are versatile materials that have attracted attention for a variety of applications in

electronics and optoelectronics. Using an unbiased structural search based on a particle-swarm

optimization algorithm combined with density functional theory calculations, we investigate systematically

the ground-state phase stability and the structural diversity of Ba–Si binaries under high pressure. The

phase diagram turns out to be quite intricate, with several compositions stabilizing/destabilizing as a

function of pressure. In particular, we identify novel phases of BaSi, BaSi2, BaSi3, and BaSi5 that might be

synthesizable experimentally over a wide range of pressures. Our results not only clarify and complete

the previously known structural phase diagram, but also provide new insights for understanding the

Ba–Si binary system.

1 Introduction

Alkali-earth silicides are extremely versatile materials, capable of
crystallizing in a large variety of structures. For example, BaSi2,
perhaps the most studied member of this family, exhibits four
different phases under ambient conditions,1 namely orthorhombic
(Pnma), cubic (P4332), trigonal (P%3m1), and hexagonal (P6/mmm)
phases.2–5 This rich structural diversity naturally leads to a wealth
of interesting physical properties. The orthorhombic and cubic
phases are semiconductors6,7 with a suitable band-gap for photo-
voltaic applications8 and a large absorption coefficient.9 On the
other hand, the trigonal phase is metallic, and becomes super-
conducting at low temperatures.10–13 It is interesting to note that
this trigonal phase is composed of corrugated planes of silicon
intercalated by barium atoms, and can be viewed as the silicene
counterpart of intercalated graphite. It is also worth mentioning
that alkali-earth disilicides are also used as precursors for the
synthesis of silicon clathrates.14,15 At ambient pressure there

is still another stable composition in the Ba–Si phase diagram,
namely BaSi,1,16 which crystallizes in a metallic CrB-type phase
(Cmcm).

Unfortunately, at high-pressures there is relatively little
experimental and theoretical work performed on this phase
diagram. The composition BaSi6 has been synthesized at around
15 GPa,17 but nothing else is known about this system. Moreover,
by now it is well known that high pressure can change dramati-
cally the chemistry of even the simplest elements,18 leading to the
stabilization of diverse, and often unexpected compositions.19,20

The objective of this work is therefore to perform a syste-
matic theoretical study of the high-pressure Ba–Si phase diagram,
especially in the silicon rich region. We will concentrate on the
pressure range from 0 to 150 GPa as these pressures can
nowadays be easily reached in diamond anvil cells. This will
be done through an unbiased structural search based on a
particle-swarm optimization algorithm21,22 and a first principles
density-functional approach to evaluate total energies and forces.
The effectiveness of this method has already been demonstrated
by several predictions under high pressure.23–31 We remark that
a surprising structural richness has recently been revealed
using the same structural search algorithm in the Ca–Si phase
diagram.32

2 Methods

We investigated the stoichiometries of BaSix (x = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6),
using cells containing 2, 4, 6, and 8 formula units in a pressure
range from 0 to 150 GPa. Ground-state structures were obtained
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using the CALYPSO (Crystal structure AnaLYsis by Particle
Swarm Optimization) global structure prediction code.21,22 This
is based on a particle swarm optimization algorithm that per-
forms a global minimization of the free-energy surface. Total
energies and forces were calculated using an ab initio density
functional approach33 within the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof34

generalized gradient approximation as implemented in the VASP
code.35 We adopted the all-electron projector-augmented wave
method36 using the valence configurations 5s25p66s2 (for Ba)
and 3s23p2 (for Si). We used a cutoff energy of 600 eV and
uniform Monkhorst–Pack k-meshes.37 The convergence of all
ab initio calculations was ensured to be better than 1 meV per
atom. The phonon density of states was calculated using a finite
displacement method38 as implemented in the PHONOPY
package.39 Electron–phonon coupling (EPC) calculations were
carried out using density function perturbation theory using
the program Quantum ESPRESSO40 with a cutoff of 80 Ry,
a 12 � 12 � 12 q-point mesh, and a Gaussian smearing of
0.05 Ry. We note that all the calculations were performed at 0 K
neglecting the zero-point correction to the energy, which in any
case is expected to be small for our systems.

3 Phase diagram

We investigated the energetic stability of the Ba–Si system by
studying the enthalpy of formation of different BaSix compounds
under pressures from 0 to 150 GPa. The formation enthalpy H of
BaySi1�y (0 o y o 1) is defined as

DH|P � H(BaySi1�y) � yH(Ba) � (1 � y)H(Si), (1)

where H(Ba) and H(Si) represent the enthalpy of formation of
bulk Ba and Si. For Ba, we used the Im%3m41 and P63/mmc42

syructures under ambient pressure and high pressure, respec-
tively, while for pure Si we used the Fd%3m phase under ambient
pressure, the Si-VI (Cmca)43 phase under 20 GPa, and the Si-VII
(P63/mmc)44 and Si-X (Fm%3m)45 phases under high pressure. The
enthalpy of formation DH, and the corresponding convex hull
of thermodynamic stability, are depicted in Fig. 1 under pres-
sures 0, 5, 20, 50, 100, and 150 GPa.

From the convex hulls in Fig. 1 we can see that all Ba–Si
compounds were found to have a negative formation enthalpy at
ambient pressure. Both BaSi and BaSi2 are thermodynamically
stable, in good agreement with experimental results,1–5 with the
former being the most stable composition. The situation,
however, becomes quite complex when we increase the pres-
sure. At 5 GPa, BaSi6 also becomes thermodynamically stable,
again in agreement with experiment.17 At 20 GPa, however, the
formation enthalpy of BaSi5 decreases, and it becomes thermo-
dynamically stable, thereby destabilizing BaSi6. At this pres-
sure, BaSi3 also has a phase that is extremely close to the convex
hull. As the pressure is further increased to 50 GPa, all these
compositions with high silicon content become thermo-
dynamically unstable. At 100 GPa BaSi also becomes unstable,
and finally, at 150 GPa we do not find any stable binary
compound in the Ba–Si system. The same behavior was observed

for Ca–Si binaries at pressure above 250 GPa.32 The explanation
given in ref. 32 is that while both energy and PV contributions to
the enthalpy favor compound formation at moderate pressures,
the DPV term quickly grows negative and dominates enthalpy
variations at high pressure. The higher compressibility of Ca
with respect to Si and Ca–Si binaries is at the origin of the phase
separation at high pressure. A similar explanation also applies
to our Ba–Si phase diagram, as a consequence of the higher
compressibilitity of Ba. A complete summary of the results is
available as ESI,† including the compressibility of Ba and Si, the
variation of energy and PV with increasing pressure and the
structural parameters of our predicted stable structures for Ba–Si
compounds at their corresponding pressures.

The phase transitions of BaSi under pressure are further
illustrated in Fig. 2, where we plot the relative enthalpies per
formula unit with respect to the Cmcm structure (that is the
ground-state under ambient conditions), including the enthalpy
of the most likely decomposition channel.

In the following we give a more detailed analysis of the new
stable structures found during our structural prediction runs.
The structures are shown in Fig. 3. We calculated phonon
spectra, shown in Fig. 4, which confirmed the dynamic stability
of all the new phases. Finally, we determined the electronic
character as semiconducting or metallic by inspection of their
electronic density of states in Fig. 5.

3.1 BaSi

Now we focus on Fig. 1 and 2 to discuss the stability of BaSi
under pressure. We can see that the BaSi composition is stable
in a large range of pressures, from ambient pressure to more
than 65 GPa, after which the decomposition into Ba and
BaSi2 becomes energetically favorable. At ambient pressure,
our structural prediction algorithm obtains a ground-state
structure with Cmcm symmetry. This is the phase already

Fig. 1 Calculated enthalpy of formation (DH in eV per atom) of various
Ba–Si compounds with respect to the elemental decomposition into bulk
Ba and Si at 0, 5, 20, 50, 100, and 150 GPa. The solid lines represent the
convex hulls, while the dotted lines are just a guide for the eye.
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known experimentally, in which Ba atoms form distorted
hexagonal structures with one-dimensional channels that are
filled with zigzag chains of Si atoms.1,16 However, this phase is
quickly destabilized by pressure, and a novel structure with
space group Imma becomes the ground-state at pressures of
around 6 GPa.

The new predicted Imma phase of BaSi is shown in Fig. 3a.
Its primitive cell has two Ba atoms and two Si atoms. There
are striking similarities between this structure and the low-
pressure Cmcm phase. Both phases contain one-dimensional
hexagonal channels formed by Ba atoms, but now the hexagons
are regular due to a rearrangement of the Ba-atoms. The Si
chains have the same arrangement in both cases. The distance
between the two silicon atoms in the Imma phase is 2.31 Å,
while the angle of the chain is about 105.341 at 20 GPa. To
demonstrate the dynamic stability of this structure, we calcu-
lated the phonon dispersion for the Imma phase at 20 GPa, as
shown in Fig. 4a. There are no imaginary phonon frequencies,

which indicates that the Imma structure is mechanically stable.
The electronic band structure and the projected density of states
(DOS) for the Imma structure at 20 GPa are also shown in Fig. 5a,
showing that this is a metallic phase.

3.2 BaSi2

From Fig. 1 we can see that BaSi2 is a stable composition from
ambient pressure to more than 100 GPa. At ambient pressure
our structural prediction runs find many possible low-energy
structures, in good agreement with previous studies.2–5,17,46–49

As is shown in Fig. 7, the lowest energy structure is the ortho-
rhombic Pnma phase, with several other phases competing in
the narrow energy range of a few tenths of meV per atom. The
phase transition from the Pnma to the P4332 phase is predicted
to occur at 1 GPa, followed by a phase transition to a P3m1
structure at about 3.5 GPa, and then to a P6/mmm phase at
around 18 GPa. All these results are in good agreement with
previous studies.2–5 However, at pressures above 20.8 GPa we
found that the ground-state structure is a new cubic phase with
Fd%3m symmetry. Moreover, this is the only low-enthalpy phase
that we found in our simulations at high pressure. From Fig. 1
we can see that the Fd%3m phase is stable with respect to
decomposition in Ba and Si in a large range of pressures from
21 GPa to more than 100 GPa.

The new Fd%3m phase can be seen in Fig. 3b. In our opinion
this is a remarkable structure for several reasons. Four neigh-
boring silicon atoms form a regular tetrahedron with a side
length of 2.54 Å at 50 GPa. These tetrahedra then combine into
larger tetrahedra, as shown in Fig. 3b. A 6-fold coordination is
observed at the 1st high pressure of pure silicon (b-tin structure),
even if it is not a regular octahedron. So it is in my opinion
surprising to say that 6-fold Si is ‘‘surprising’’. Due to this unique
structural arrangement, the Fd%3m phase is the ground-state in a
wide range of pressures. In order to ensure the thermal stability
of Fd%3m, we calculated the phonon dispersion of this phase at
50 GPa, as shown in Fig. 4b. As expected, the Fd%3m phase is
mechanically stable. We also calculated the electronic band
structure and the projected density of states, as shown in Fig. 5b.
It is evident that the Fd%3m phase is also a metallic phase.
We calculated the superconducting transition temperature of
the Fd%3m phase by calculating the electron–phonon coupling

Fig. 2 Relative enthalpy per formula unit of the different phases of BaSi
with respect to the Cmcm phase1,16 as a function of pressure. The Imma
phase is a new structure predicted in this work. We also plot the enthalpy
of the most likely decomposition channel into Ba and BaSi2. Note that the
green line with diamonds refers to a different, meta-stable Cmcm phase
and not to the ground-state Cmcm phase at low-pressures.

Fig. 3 Structures predicted in this article: (a) the Imma phase of BaSi; (b) the Fd %3m phase of BaSi2; (c) the I4/mmm phase of BaSi3; and (d) the Cmmm
phase of BaSi5. The green and blue balls represent Ba and Si atoms, respectively.
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parameter l and the Eliashberg phonon spectral function a2F(o).
The results are shown in Fig. 6. The overall integrated l is 0.4.
While the logarithmic average of the phonon frequency olog

obtained is 320 K. The superconducting critical temperature Tc

estimated by using the Allen–Dynes modified McMillan equation50

is 1.24 K at 50 GPa with the screened Coulomb interaction
m* = 0.12. All these results are in good agreement with previous
work.51 X-ray diffraction under ambient conditions shows the
pressure induced amorphization of BaSi2 beyond 10 GPa.52

Consequently, for the experimental identification of the new
Fd%3m phase most probably we will need to perform a combined
high pressure and high temperature experiment.

There are strong similarities between the tetrahedral arrange-
ment of the Si atoms and the so-called T-carbon, a recently
proposed allotrope of diamond.53 Both phases are constructed
from tetrahedra, however T-carbon is obtained by occupying a
diamond lattice site with a tetrahedron. In order to better
compare both geometrical arrangements we studied the Si
framework of our Fd%3m structure by removing the Ba atoms,
and compared it to T-silicon i.e., the phase obtained by replacing
C by Si in the T-carbon structure. T-silicon is considerably less
dense (with a volume of 52.21 Å3 per atom) than our structure
(21.61 Å3 per atom). For comparison, silicon in the diamond
structure has a volume of 20.35 Å3 per atom within our numerical
approximations. It turns out that our structure is considerably
lower in energy than T-silicon (by 0.38 eV per atom), but still
considerably higher than silicon in the diamond structure

(by 0.66 eV per atom). Unfortunately, such large energy differences
probably mean that it is impossible to stabilize these silicon
phases at ambient pressure.

3.3 BaSi3, BaSi5 and BaSi6

The composition BaSi3 is very close to the convex hull at
pressures of around 20 GPa. Our predicted structure (see Fig. 3c)
has I4/mmm symmetry and 4 formula units in its primitive cell.
This is a very complicated and unusual structure, with corrugated
Ba planes separated by Si layers. In these layers we find silicon
cubes connected between themselves through bridging Si atoms
in a two-dimensional lattice. The smallest distance between two
silicon atoms at 20 GPa is 2.34 Å, while the longest Si–Si bond
is 2.47 Å.

On the other hand, we found that BaSi5 crystallizes in a
fascinating Cmmm structure (see Fig. 3d) that is on the convex
hull in a small pressure range at around 20 GPa. This phase
consists of two superposed flat hexagonal Si layers intercalated by
Ba atoms that are located at the center of the Si hexagons. Between
the two Si planes one finds further Si atoms also at the center of
the hexagons. The Si–Si bond distance is in this case 2.43 Å.

The composition of BaSi6 is stable at pressures from 5 to
20 GPa. Our structural prediction runs find an interesting
structure with Cmcm symmetry, where silicon atoms form a beer
barrel type polyhedron, with the polyhedra linked by sharing
faces to form channels containing the Ba atoms. This is the same
structure found in previous studies.17

Fig. 4 Phonon dispersions of (a) the Imma phase of BaSi at 20 GPa, (b) the Fd %3m phase of BaSi2 at 50 GPa, (c) the I4/mmm phase of BaSi3 at 20 GPa,
and (d) the Cmmm phase of BaSi5 at 20 GPa.
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From the phonon dispersion of the I4/mmm phase of BaSi3

and the Cmmm phase of BaSi5, as shown in Fig. 4c and d, we
can ensure that both structures are mechanically stable. We
calculated the band structure and the electronic density of
states for the I4/mmm phase of BaSi3 and the Cmmm phase of
BaSi5. As shown in Fig. 5c and d, both phases are metallic.

4 Conclusions

In summary, using a global structural prediction method we
studied systematically the phase diagram and the electronic
properties of Ba–Si compounds. We identify five novel stoichio-
metric BaSix phases with unexpected structures that might be
experimentally synthesizable over a wide range of pressures.

Fig. 5 Electronic band structures and densities of states of (a) the Imma phase of BaSi at 20 GPa, (b) the Fd %3m phase of BaSi2 at 50 GPa, (c) the I4/mmm
phase of BaSi3 at 20 GPa, and (d) Cmmm phase of BaSi5 at 20 GPa.

Fig. 6 Eliashberg phonon spectral function a2F(o) and integrated
EPC parameter l as a function of frequency for the Fd %3m structure at
50 GPa.

Fig. 7 Enthalpy per formula unit of the different phases of BaSi2 relative to
the P4332 phase as a function of pressure. The insets show more details at
low and high pressure regions for clarity.
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These include BaSi, BaSi2, BaSi3, BaSi5, and BaSi6. For the BaSi
system, we find a new metallic Imma phase that is stable under
pressure from 6 GPa to 65 GPa. For BaSi2, there is a new metallic
phase Fd%3m that is stable from 21 GPa to 100 GPa. This phase, in
which each Si forms six bonds with other neighboring Si atoms,
becomes superconducting below 1.2 K at 50 GPa. Finally, at
around 20 GPa two unexpected compositions become stable,
namely BaSi3 (I4/mmm) and BaSi5 (Cmmm), both displaying
metallic behavior. These results show a remarkable variety of
Ba–Si compounds, and can serve as an important guide for
further experimental studies of this binary system.
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